
Website Security

Content Management



How are websites “attacked”?

• Access using stolen credentials
Login details stolen using keyloggers etc.

• SQL Injection
Malicious strings added to URL parameters.

• Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)
Malicious scripts run via HTML forms etc.

• Denial-of-Service (DoS)
Flooding a server with requests so that it becomes 
unavailable to legitimate users.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL_injection
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-site_scripting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denial-of-service_attack
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keylogger


SQL Injection
SQL Injection is a technique hackers use 
to manipulate PHP code and insert 
their own scripts. They do this by 
replacing the seemingly innocuous URL 
parameter with their own code.

In the above example, “8” would be 
replaced with code that attempts to 
allow the hacker access to your 
database or to do practically anything 
else.

Wikipedia: SQL Injection

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL_injection


Unsafe code
<?php
$article=$_GET['id'];
$conn = mysqli_connect ($host, $user, $password, $name) or die ("Cannot open database.");
$query = "SELECT * FROM articles WHERE article_id = $article";
$result = mysqli_query($conn, $query) or die ("Error querying database.");
mysqli_close($conn);
$row = mysqli_fetch_array($result);
?>

This script fragment takes the value given to it from GET, assigns it to a variable 
($article) and uses that value in the SQL query. This is a very bad idea.

URL: article.php?article_id=5



Safe code
<?php
# if $article has no value or is not a string integer, go to 404
if (isset=$_GET['id']) && filter_var=$_GET['id'], FILTER_VALIDATE_INT)) {
        $article=$_GET['id'];
}else{
        header('HTTP/1.0 404 Not Found’);
        exit("<h1>Not Found</h1>\n<p>The submitted data is not valid.</p>");
}

# if we got this far, the data is safe, so go ahead and query the database
$conn = mysqli_connect ($host, $user, $password, $name) or die ("Cannot open database.");
$query = "SELECT * FROM articles WHERE article_id = $article";
$result = mysqli_query($conn, $query) or die ("Error querying database.");
mysqli_close($conn);
$row = mysqli_fetch_array($result);
?>

This script fragment checks to see if the URL parameter conforms to the data type 
expected and if it doesn’t, a 404 error is issued, and a message printed.

URL: article.php?article_id=5



Context

• There are many different types of SQL Injection attacks, 
depending on context.

• They can be used to circumvent secure logins.
• Or to list all information in a database.
• Or to drop (delete) a database table.
• Or to insert malicious scripts that do other things –

ultimately, a hacker could gain control of a web server.
• Hackers actively look for security holes...

ProgrammerInterview.com: SQL Injection Example

http://www.programmerinterview.com/index.php/database-sql/sql-injection-example/


Server Logs

195.229.235.36 - - [25/Jan/2011:02:45:04 +0000]"GET 
/corner/article.php?id=999999.9+UNION+ALL+SELECT+0x313032
35343830303536%2C0x31303235343830303536%2C0x3130323
5343830303536%2C0x31303235343830303536-- HTTP/1.1"
200 26037 "-" "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 
5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727) Havij"

You may be able to spot unusual user agent names in your server logs. In the 
above example, “Havij” doesn’t sound like any browser I’ve ever heard of. That’s 
because it isn’t a browser, it’s a piece of software used by a hacker to look for 
security vulnerabilities.



Software for hacking
Havij is legal and free. The product 
description is chilling:
“Havij is an automated SQL Injection tool that helps 
penetration testers to find and exploit SQL Injection 
vulnerabilities on a web page.
It can take advantage of a vulnerable web 
application. By using this software user can perform 
back-end database fingerprint, retrieve DBMS users 
and password hashes, dump tables and columns, 
fetching data from the database, running 
SQL statements and even accessing the underlying 
file system and executing commands on 
the operating system.
The user friendly GUI (Graphical User Interface) of 
Havij and automated settings and detections makes 
it easy to use for everyone even amateur users.”

There are several other SQL injection tools freely 
available. Currently, the most popular appears to be 
SQLmap.

Havij – Advanced SQL Injection Tool

https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/topics/application-security/best-free-and-open-source-sql-injection-tools/
https://github.com/sqlmapproject/sqlmap
https://github.com/rezaJOY/Havij


Hacking is child’s play

Hacking is child’s play – SQL injection with Havij by 3 year old

This excellent video demonstrates how easy it is to hack an unprotected 
website using Havij. It explains exactly how it is done and, importantly, how 
to protect your website from such an attack.

http://www.troyhunt.com/2012/10/hacking-is-childs-play-sql-injection.html


What can hackers do?

• Hackers can use a 
security hole to view 
information in databases 
or even add their own 
files to your site, leading 
to all sorts of 
possibilities.

• They can even add a file 
manager that only they 
have access to...

<?php # Web Shell by oRb
$auth_pass = 
"b497dd1a701a33026f7211533620780d
";
$color = "#df5";
$default_action = 'FilesMan';
$default_use_ajax = true;
$default_charset = 'Windows-1251';

This is a script from an innocuous file 
called .sym.php – the leading period is 
used to hide the file.



Web Shell Software

Once a hacker finds a way to upload a file to your site, either via FTP or 
some vulnerability, they can install a file manager like the one above and 
eventually a “Root Kit”.



Root Kit

• A Root Kit is malicious software that hides itself but 
allows a hacker to gain “root” access over a 
computer – usually a web server.

• Once such software is in place, the hacker has 
complete control of the server and can even lock out 
legitimate admin users.

• The only safe way to recover from such an intrusion 
is a complete server rebuild and to fix the original 
vulnerability so that it can’t happen again.



What can hackers do?

They can steal information from 
databases such as financial data, 
passwords,  names, addresses, 
credit card details etc.



What can hackers do?

They can steal media valued 
at millions of dollars from 
organisations that really 
should be protecting their 
interests better.



What can hackers do?

They can hack into social 
network sites and harvest 
vast quantities of 
personal data.



What can hackers do?

They can encrypt data 
and demand a ransom for 
its return.



What can hackers do?

They can deface your site 
and completely change 
your homepage. This is the 
CADTutor site on 9th

September 2013. Hackers 
took advantage of a 
vulnerability in the 
vBulletin forum software. 
Always keep your web 
applications up to date!



What can hackers do?

They can change files on 
your website so that they 
install viruses on your 
visitor’s computers, causing 
your website to be 
blacklisted by Google.



Google warns users about unsafe sites

If this happens to your site, you must resolve the problem and then use 
Google Search Console to request that Google scan your site and remove 
the notice if it is found to be clean.



What can hackers do?

• They can make your life 
miserable and lose you 
lots of money.

• Hackers don’t just target 
big organisations.

• They seek out small, 
vulnerable sites for 
practice and fun.



Currently...

• The hacking of websites is 
on the increase.

• Hacking software is freely 
available and increasingly 
sophisticated, though easy 
to use – anyone can do it.

• How can we prevent our 
site from being hacked?

The Guardian: Hacking BBC News: Hacking

http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/hacking
http://www.bbc.co.uk/search/news/hacker_(computing)


No website can be 100% secure 
but if you take reasonable 
precautions, you can 
considerably reduce the risk…



Precautions
• Ensure you keep all your web applications (like WordPress) 

up-to-date and sign up for notifications and security alerts.
• Make sure all your own scripts are secure, check that you 

are validating and sanitising data correctly – get advice if 
you’re not sure.

• Use strong passwords for all your access credentials.
• Use anti-virus software on your local computer and scan 

regularly – keylogging is a popular way for hackers to find 
out what passwords you use.

Google Search Central: Quick security checklist for webmasters

https://developers.google.com/search/blog/2007/09/quick-security-checklist-for-webmasters


Backup your files and databases

Keeping a backup of your website files is easy because they don’t change 
unless you edit them yourself but on busy sites, databases are changing all 
the time. Make sure you implement a regular backup policy for your 
databases. Some control panels (e.g. cPanel) have backup tools you can use. 
Alternatively, you can use PHPMyAdmin to export your databases to text 
files (using the SQL format) that can be stored locally. 



Precautions
• Monitor site traffic with analytics software and look for 

anything unusual.
• Check your site files via FTP and look for anything suspicious 

like changed dates on files or files you don’t recognise.
• Talk to your host about best practices for security.
• Use IP restricted access to control panels.
• Place sensitive data above web root if your host allows 

access.
• Change the default name of admin folders.
• Understand how hackers operate.



Google Search Console

Use Google Search Console to 
monitor the health of your 
websites. Google will alert you 
immediately if any malware is 
discovered on your site.

There are lots of things you 
can do to reduce the risk, but 
you can't remove risk 
completely…

Google Search Console

https://search.google.com/search-console/


What if I get hacked?

1. Close the site immediately – use .htaccess to redirect all traffic to a 
temporary holding page:
Redirect 302 / http://www.mysite.com/site-maintenance.html

2. Report the problem to your web host and ask for advice.
3. Find the source of the problem.
4. Eradicate the problem.
5. Do not open the site until you are 100% sure it is safe for your visitors.
6. Request a Google review (if you’ve been blacklisted).



Where can I get help?

Some companies claim to be able to recover hacked sites for you but 
unless you have lots of money, you’re pretty much on your own. 
However, if you have a good web host, they should be able to help and 
there is plenty of advice available, particularly from Google.

Google Search Central: New first stop for hacked site recovery
Google Search Central: About malware and hacked sites
Google Search Central: Best practices against hacking

StopBadware.org

https://developers.google.com/search/blog/2013/03/new-first-stop-for-hacked-site-recovery
https://developers.google.com/search/docs/advanced/security/malware?hl=en&visit_id=637496937578298056-4239688317&rd=2
https://developers.google.com/search/blog/2009/02/best-practices-against-hacking
http://www.stopbadware.org/


Happy ending...

Reduce the risk. Always 
take a professional 
approach to your work 
and use all the tools 
available to you.



Stay safe
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